When visiting
A GALLERY...

Here are some
questions to ask
yourself on a visit.
+ How large is the artwork?

+ Is the work pictorial?
+ Is it natural looking, realistic, abstracted – a bit or a lot? Or is it something
else entirely?

+ What is it made of?
+ What is the subject matter?

there is no one thing you must do first and no
particular way you have to experience an exhibit,
the primary thing to do is to look.
look at the artworks... look- with your eyes, your
mind and your heart. I recommend a visitor to the
gallery first take a glance around the exhibit at the work.
Don’t forget to look for the artist(s) name(s). Has the
artist provided title cards? He or she will typically do
so and these cards can be helpful in understanding the
work - both the intended purpose and how the work
has been made. Look for an artist’s statement,
it may share further insights that might enhance the
viewing experience and give you a better understanding
of the artist’s goals and background.

+ What purpose do you think the artist has
in mind for his or her work? Has this been
stated in some way in the exhibit?
+ Does the work evoke a feeling or mood in you?
+ Are you pleased with the
artwork, repelled by
it (either is okay) or
something else?

before you leave, please sign the guest book.
Again, don’t forget that looking at the
artwork, with an inquiring and open mind,
is of the utmost importance.
The exhibits that will be available as part of
the Arts Engagement Series will be on display in
our campus galleries. keep in mind that not all art is
intended to be indoors or to hang on a wall.
+ Does the work impart a message of some
kind? Is that an overt or hidden message?

2014 - 2015 Exhibits will be...
+ Sept. 3 - 30, 2014
Paintings, Drawings and Prints by Jason McCann, Hammons Gallery, Mabee Fine Arts
+ Oct. 6 - 24, 2014
2014 Small Works on Paper, organized by the Arkansas Arts Council
Hammons Gallery, Mabee Fine Arts
+ Nov. 10 - Dec. 12, 2014
Recent works by John Deering,
artist and illustrator for the
Arkansas Democrat Gazette
Rosemary Adams Galleries, Moses Provine
+ Jan 20 - Feb 6, 2015
2015 Juried Student Exhibit
Hammons Gallery, Mabee Fine Arts
+ Jan 27 - Feb 26, 2015
Sculptural ceramic works by David Hill
Rosemary Adams Galleries
Moses Provine
How to receive credit...
Participants of the Arts Engagement Series may
recieve credit for attending any approved, oncampus, art event by filling out the provided form
at the exhibit and placing it in the attendance box.

HAVE QUESTIONS?
Please Contact Adam Wheat
Phone: (870) 245-5569
Email: wheata@obu.edu
Office: JPAC 105

www.obu.edu/visualarts: Check for updates and details about exhibits and receptions.
http://www.obu.edu/finearts/arts-engagement/
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